"WE WILL NEVER CEASE TO STRIKE"
A speech delivered in the mansion house
november 9, 1940
November 5. Operating from new Greek bases, the R.A.F. attack
Sari and Enndisi, and bomb military objectives in
Naples.
November 8. While Nazi celebrations are taking place in the famous
beer cellar in Munich, the R.A.F, visit that city and
drop bombs on military objectives, accidentally hitting
the beer cellar in the course of ibt raid,
[November 9, 1940.
I
 THANK you, my Lord Mayor, for the toast which you
have proposed to his Majesty's Government and for what
you have said about them and of the confidence felt in them, I
thank you also for your reference to Mr. Chamberlain, *who was so
recently one of our most active colleagues, under whom so many
of us have served, and whose illness causes us all the greatest
sorrow to-day. Things happen so quickly nowadays and there are
such a lot of them going on that one finds it somewhat difficult to
measure evenly the march of time. For myself, I can say there are
weeks which seem to pass in a flash and then again there are others
which are unutterably long and slow. At times it is almost difficult
to believe that so much has happened and at another that so little
time has passed.
It is now six months since the King and Parliament confided to
me and to my colleagues the very grave and heavy task to which
we have devoted ourselves, as I can assure you, to the best of our
abilities. It is lucky that we did not make any extravagant optimis-
tic promises or predictions, because a succession of melancholy
disasters and terrible assaults and perils have fallen upon us, We
have had to face these great calamities ; we have come through
the disasters; we have surmounted the perils so far; but the fact
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